Date: November 2, 2010 (Tuesday)
Time: 6:00–9:00 p.m.
Location: Multicultural Center Theatre UCSB

《一八九五》 “1895” (Blue Brave) - A movie that tells the story of resistance against Japanese occupation circa 1895, “1895” recounts the Hakka militia’s resistance against the Japanese troops as symbolized by the resistance leader Wu Tang-hsing’s struggle. With the portrayal of an epic love story of Wu Tang-hsin and his wife Huang Hsien-mei and the depiction of Wu’s valiant struggle to keep the troupe together, “1895” was one of the 2008 films in Taiwan well received by the audience. Through the recount of this heroic story of the Hakka people, “1895” is educational in learning Taiwan history. Funded by the Council for Hakka Affairs, it was the first Taiwanese film to be shot entirely in Hakka dialogue.

Adapted from Li Chiao’s "Sweet Home Land" and directed by Hung Chih Yu. Starring Wen Shung Hau, Yang Ching Hua, Lee Hsing Wen, Tang Mei Yun, Chang Sue Hau, and Akira Hibino.

Co-sponsors:
Center for Taiwan Studies
Dept of East Asian Languages & Cultural Studies
Taiwanese American Student Association